Dear Parent,

Namaste,

We would like to thank you for your constant support towards the various initiatives and endeavors of the school. We would like to bring to your attention one concern which plagues the city and now the immediate neighbourhood of our school - Traffic!

We would like to bring to your attention the traffic management concerns we are facing in the morning and afternoon. We had made great progress with our traffic situation with cooperation from most parents. However recently we are facing the problem because of defaulters especially during arrival to school.

We request you to follow the traffic regulations which the school has put down and is also visible on our school portal.


Students need to be dropped off only at the Drop off zones. Request parents not to park their cars at the drop off points. You are requested not to disrupt the free-flowing traffic by parking your cars and blocking traffic.

It is imperative that we are sensitive to the residents and DO NOT blow the horn while driving past the street or waiting; do communicate the same to your domestic help/drivers.

Parents who drive their child/children to school are encouraged to drop them off quickly so that traffic is not held up during arrival time.

You are requested to cooperate with staff on traffic management duty.

We urge the parent body to come forward and help us in managing traffic outside school.

We request all parents/guardians to cooperate for smooth flow of traffic in the morning and afternoon.

Regards,

Sudha Sahay
Principal, Senior School

Sapna Dimri
Principal, Junior School